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Learners 
need 
enormous 
amounts of 
time for 
actual 
reading.

A mountain of research supports the 
notion that teachers who teach reading 
and writing successfully provide their 
students with substantial time for actual 
reading and writing. Richard Allington 
reports that exemplary teachers of 
reading have their students actually 
reading and writing for as much as half 
the school day, whereas in typical 
classrooms, it is not unusual to find kids 
reading and writing for as little as 10% of 
the day.                   Lucy Calkins, 2015



California says…

“…elementary and secondary schools are also responsible 
or ensuring that all students become broadly literate.”

“Educators develop students’ broad literacy by ensuring 
that students read widely, in part through the 
implementation of an independent reading program 
and by reading aloud.”
CA English Language Arts/ English Language Development Framework 2014 



What to do!



Pre-Reading Strategies

Activating Prior Knowledge- APK  

KWL 2.0

http://www.techlearning.com/default.aspx?tabid=100&entryid=620

imagesfactory.info



Pre-Reading Strategies

Text Graffiti 



Text Graffiti cont...

What does it make think?

Do you have a connection? What is it?

Does it invoke a feeling?  What does it make you feel?

Respond to others’ writing- think, feel, connection?

Respond to the Text



Pre-Reading Strategies

Anticipation Guide-

1. Identify the major ideas presented in the reading.
2. Consider what beliefs your students are likely to have 

about the topic.
3. Write general statements that challenge your students' 

beliefs.
4. Require students to respond to the statements with either 

a positive or negative response.



Anticipation Guide-  (examples)



Strategies During Reading

Say Something- 

Summary-during and/or after

(Somebody wanted __ But __, so __, then ____)

 

The main idea 
of this section is 

____

This part of the story explains ... Up ‘till now, ____



SOMEBODY WANTED BUT SO

The Evil Queen To be the fairest 
in all the land

Her 
step-daughter, 
Snow White, was 
fairer

She ordered the 
hunstman to kill 
Snow White

The Huntsman To obey the 
Queen by killing 
Snow White

He has a change 
of heart

He lets Snow 
White free in the 
woods

Snow White

The 7 Dwarfs
You try



Strategies During Reading

Think aloud- 
I was surprised 
when...

Why did __ (do/say) ___?

I wonder...

What just 
happened?

Did the character 
really …?

The most 
important point is 
____



Strategies During Reading

Double Entry Journal



Strategies During Reading
Question the Author- 



Strategies During Reading

Interacting with Text- 

Fisher & Frey; Beers & Probst



Strategies During Reading

Concept Map-

Main Idea

Detail Detail Detail

Non-Fiction Text

Event Event Event

Event Event

Fiction



Strategies During Reading

R.A.F.T. 

Role-Who are you as the writer?  Perspective?

Audience-To whom are you writing?

Format-In what format are you writing?

Topic- What are you writing about?



R.A.F.T. You try 
it

Role- You are a literacy expert

Audience- Teachers

Format- Tweet

Topic- Supporting struggling readers



Post reading strategies (After reading…)
Inquiry Chart- (for research)



Post reading strategies 

Story Map



Post reading strategies (After reading…)

Retelling- 



Post reading strategies (After reading…)

Text Reformulation- Take the text and transform 
it into a different type of text.  

Ex. Take a narrative and write an informative 
piece about the narrative

Fisher & Frey



Post reading strategies  (After reading…)

It says, I say, And so, 

(Making Inferences)

Kylene Beers



Post reading strategies (After reading…)

Semantic Scales-

Goldilocks is…

well behaved   mischievous

Kylene Beers



Post reading strategies (After reading…)

“Save the last word for me”
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